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1. Liberal Democrat Party Statement
1.1 This submission is made on behalf of the Liberal Democrats and the London
Liberal Democrats. It is being presented as an overall response to the Initial
Proposals of the Boundary Commission following consultation with Liberal
Democrat local parties, MPs, council groups and our wider membership.
1.2 We recognise that this review is an ongoing process, and we will be listening
and learning at every stage. We reserve the right to alter our response at future
stages of this process as new evidence emerges or to withhold comments on
specific seat configurations at this stage of the process.
1.3 We note the statutory (Rule 5) considerations that Commission is taking into
account throughout this Review:
• special geographical considerations, including in particular the size, shape and
accessibility of a constituency;
• local government boundaries as they existed (or were in prospect) on 1
December 2020;
• boundaries of existing constituencies;
• any local ties that would be broken by changes in constituencies; and
• the inconveniences attendant on such changes.
1.4 We agree with the Commission’s approach to interpreting these
considerations as laid out in paragraphs 27-36 of its Guide to the 2023 Review of
Parliamentary Constituencies.
1.5 In Paragraph 31 of the Guide to the Review, the Commission states:
“Wards are well-defined and well-understood units, which are generally
indicative of areas which have a broad community of interest. Any division of a
ward between constituencies would therefore risk breaking local ties, as well as
adding complexity to both the task of Returning Officers in administering a
Parliamentary election in the area, and the ‘grass roots’ co-ordination of political
party activism. The BCE’s view is therefore that wards should continue to be the
default building block for constituencies.” (BCE’s emphasis).
1.6 In the same paragraph, the Commission goes on to limit the circumstances
in which it would be prepared to split a ward:
“ • Where splitting a ward would significantly enhance the ability of the BCE to
adhere to existing or prospective local authority boundaries (i.e. avoid

constituencies crossing local authorities), maintain existing constituencies
unchanged, and/or preserve local ties, without causing consequential significant
problems for surrounding constituencies.
• Where the division of a ward would avoid the alternative of a significant
‘domino effect’ of change to a wide area if wards were to be kept whole. ….
• Where the division of a ward would avoid otherwise unacceptable outcomes
forced by local geographical factors…..”6.3 In Paragraph 31 of the Guide to the
Review, the Commission states:
“Wards are well-defined and well-understood units, which are generally
indicative of areas which have a broad community of interest. Any division of a
ward between constituencies would therefore risk breaking local ties, as well as
adding complexity to both the task of Returning Officers in administering a
Parliamentary election in the area, and the ‘grass roots’ co-ordination of political
party activism. The BCE’s view is therefore that wards should continue to be the
default building block for constituencies.” (BCE’s emphasis).
1.7 In the same paragraph, the Commission goes on to limit the circumstances
in which it would be prepared to split a ward:
“ • Where splitting a ward would significantly enhance the ability of the BCE to
adhere to existing or prospective local authority boundaries (i.e. avoid
constituencies crossing local authorities), maintain existing constituencies
unchanged, and/or preserve local ties, without causing consequential significant
problems for surrounding constituencies.
• Where the division of a ward would avoid the alternative of a significant
‘domino effect’ of change to a wide area if wards were to be kept whole. ….
• Where the division of a ward would avoid otherwise unacceptable outcomes
forced by local geographical factors…..”
1.8 We remain to be convinced that any of the three ward splits proposed in the
South East Region meet the circumstances put forward by the Commission.
1.9 While we agree with the Commission’s view, stated in paragraph 37, that
orphan wards should be avoided, this is not a statutory (Rule 5) consideration.
Where the choice is between respecting statutory considerations and avoiding
an orphan ward, the Rule 5 considerations should take precedence.
1.10 Clearly it is not always possible to respect all of the statutory considerations
whilst keeping all constituencies in the statutory range. Where we make
alternative proposals, we will do so in a way which we believe better respect

geography, local government boundaries, existing constituencies, and
communities. We will also follow the Commission’s own guidance.
1.11 The Commission has proposed to change the names of some
constituencies even where there has been little or no change to their
boundaries. We believe this should spark a debate about constituency names in
general and in those seats where the Commission has chosen to change, or not
to change, these names. We have therefore refrained, at this stage, from
commenting on names except where we propose a change to boundaries or
where we believe the name proposed by the Commission does not describe the
seat.

2. London and sub-regions
2.1 We note the use of the Sainte-Laguë process to allocate 75 seats to London.
2.2 We note the Commission’s decision to break London into the following subregions:
Sub-region
Number of constituencies
North East London
Newham/Tower Hamlets
North Central and North West London
South Central and South West London
South East London

9
5
32
21
8

2.3 We agree with the Commission that the natural dividing lines in London are
the Lea Valley and the river Thames (at least as far west as
Wandsworth/Hounslow). In a densely populated urban region further
subregions risk being arbitrary. However, except for our comments below on the
borough of Richmond upon Thames we accept the Commission’s identified subregions and are not making any counterproposal that crosses any of those
subregions.

3. North East London
3.1 This sub-region includes the boroughs of Barking & Dagenham, Havering,
Redbridge and Waltham Forest. It has an entitlement to 9.03 constituencies and
the initial proposals set out 9 proposed constituencies.
3.2 We suspect that the proposal to split Chadwell Heath and Whalebone wards
and the decision to split Hylands ward will attract comment. However, we do not
see any obvious alternative that does not have its own difficulties and consider
this a fair balancing of the statutory criteria.
3.3 Consequently we endorse the 9 proposed constituencies in this sub-region.

4. Newham & Tower Hamlets
4.1 This sub-region includes the boroughs of Newham and Tower Hamlets. It has
an entitlement to 5.02 constituencies and the initial proposals set out 5
proposed constituencies.
4.2 We agree that the electorate numbers now require a constituency crossing
the Lea Valley and we are in no doubt that the Commission is right that it should
be between Newham and Tower Hamlets. This is where cross-river transport
links are strongest and where a new constituency can be accommodated
without knock on disruption beyond the boroughs involved.
4.3 It appears to us that there is a viable alternative scheme here that places
Tower Hamlets wards covering the Isle of Dogs with Newham wards covering
Canning Town and the Royal Docks area to create a “Docklands” constituency.
We prefer the BCE’s “Olympic Park” option. We agree with the Commission that
this proposal uses the strongest transport lines across the Lea Valley, including
train, tube, bus and road. Any “Docklands” alternative also splits St Katharine’s &
Wapping (and possibly Limehouse too) from the rest of the Tower Hamlets
riverside wards which all share a strong a community of interests. A previous
constituency linking Canning Town and Poplar in this area failed to develop any
great affection and there was general agreement when it was abolished at the
last periodic review.
4.4 Accordingly we endorse the 5 proposed constituencies in this sub-region.

5. North Central & North West
5.1 This sub-region includes the boroughs of Barnet, Brent, Camden, Ealing,
Enfield, Hackney, Hammersmith & Fulham, Haringey, Harrow, Hillingdon,
Hounslow, Islington, Kensington & Chelsea and Westminster. It also includes the
City of London and that part of Richmond upon Thames north of the river
Thames. It has an entitlement to 32.66 constituencies and the initial proposals
set out 32 proposed constituencies.
5.2 We do note that this sub-region includes part only of the borough of
Richmond upon Thames. We believe this is the only place in England where the
Commission has drawn sub-regions that divide a primary local authority. This is
hard to reconcile with the statutory criteria. It is no doubt in deference to the
strength of the River Thames as a prospective boundary. However, at this point,
the river is not an especially strong barrier – there are two road bridges and
further rail and pedestrian crossings. Not only local government, but NHS and
police services are organised cross-river and boroughwide here, as are many
civic and community groups. Using the river as a boundary here necessitates a
Richmond Upon Thames orphan ward and consequent awkward changes in the
Hounslow borough constituencies to accommodate it. We are not at this point
making a specific counterproposal for a constituency that crosses the river
within Richmond upon Thames borough. Nevertheless, in our view this option
should be considered on its merits with regard to the statutory criteria as
consultation responses are received. We will be studying responses on this point
closely and might make further representations on it in the next round of
consultation.
5.3 Overall we note that this sub-region contains 32 proposed constituencies
which is the same number as at present. Despite this, in North Central London
there is a very large amount of disruption to the present pattern of
constituencies and a significant number of new cross-borough constituencies.
We appreciate that this is a difficult area, as the ward sizes are often unhelpfully
large and there is a need to keep constituencies to a fairly high average
electorate to accommodate the “spare” 0.66 of a quota. However, we believe a
better solution is possible here that retains more of the pattern of current
constituencies, produces less inconveniences from moving electorates and
respects borough boundaries better with fewer cross-borough constituencies.
We therefore propose a counterproposal for North Central London as set out
below.

North West London
5.4 In North West London we endorse the initial proposals for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hammersmith & Chiswick
Ealing Central & Acton
Ealing North
Southall
Hayes & West Drayton
Uxbridge & South Ruislip
Harrow

5.5 The last 6 seats are largely unchanged. There is some argument for
swapping Harefield Village and Ruislip Manor so that the main Harefield village
area is not split from South Harefield but this involves substantial change from
the current pattern of constituencies. We therefore have not proposed it at this
point. The Southall constituency will now stretch further east and contain
greater numbers of electors who do not identify with Southall. We would
suggest a name change to Southall & West Ealing is now appropriate.
5.6 Hammersmith & Chiswick represents more change but we think this is a
natural pairing of communities on the District Line and the Great West Road (A4)
with shared amenities on King Street/Chiswick High Rd. We support the proposal
to move the three Chiswick wards from Brentford & Isleworth in this way, to
facilitate bringing the two Hounslow seats down to size.
5.7 However, at this point we do not endorse the initial proposals for Brentford
& Isleworth, Feltham & Heston or Twickenham. Consistent with the statutory
criteria to have regard to the current pattern of constituencies, we
wholeheartedly endorse a continuation of the current pattern – a seat
containing the Richmond upon Thames wards north of the river and two seats in
Hounslow, one anchored in Feltham and the other anchored in
Brentford/Isleworth with the two dividing the central Hounslow borough wards
as required for electoral equality. But we are not persuaded that splitting
Whitton from Heathfield to be an orphan in a Hounslow seat is supportable
without more evidence of the impact on community ties.
5.8 We do not at this point wish to make a specific counterproposal but make
the following observations. Twickenham constituency is oversize by one ward.
We can see advantages in transferring electors to the other constituency
containing Richmond upon Thames electors so as to avoid an orphan ward in a
Hounslow seat, consistent with the statutory criteria of respect for local

government boundaries. This would also facilitate a stronger arrangement for
the Hounslow seats. Both current seats could be brought within range simply by
transferring Hounslow West to Brentford & Isleworth and moving the three
Chiswick wards to the new seat with Hammersmith. This is minimal change for
the current Hounslow seats and avoids the splitting of the Heston area as in the
Commission’s initial proposals – indeed it unites all the Hounslow town wards in
one constituency.
5.9 However, we also have to note that doing this would inevitably split the
Twickenham area by moving part of it to a Richmond based constituency on the
other side of the river. This would then have significant knock-on impacts on a
robust map of constituencies south of the river. These are significant
disadvantages which currently prevent us from advocating this solution.
5.10 We therefore prefer to await hearing the representations from local people
and organisations in the Hounslow and Richmond upon Thames areas before
finalising our comments on this area in the next round of consultation.
North Central London
5.11 In our view the north central part of London is where the initial proposals
are most in need to revision. We here make a counterproposal for the electors
contained in the following constituencies as proposed by the Commission in the
initial proposals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stanmore & Edgware
Kenton & Wembley West
Brent Central
Hendon & Golders Green
Finchley & Muswell Hill
High Barnet & Mill Hill
Enfield North
Edmonton
Southgate & Barnet East
Hornsey & Wood Green
Tottenham
Islington North
City of London & Islington South
Hackney South & Shoreditch
Westminster & Chelsea East
Camden Town & St John’s Wood
West Hampstead & Kilburn

•
•
•

Kentish Town & Bloomsbury
Kensington & Westbourne
Fulham & Chelsea West

5.12 Of these proposed constituencies seats 13 are cross borough seat – 14 if
the City of London & Islington South is included – where there are currently
just 2. There are no seats wholly within Islington, Camden, Westminster or
Kensington & Chelsea and only 1 in Brent and Barnet which are both large
enough for several whole constituencies. No seats are unchanged and most
involve significant movement of electors. There would be new splits in
communities at Wembley, East Barnet, Tottenham, Tufnell Park, Chelsea, South
Kensington, Hampstead and Camden Town. We are clear that a better map is
possible.
5.13 We consider the Kings Rd to be the heart of the Chelsea community and the
world famous historic Royal Hospital to be its most celebrated landmark. This
area should not be split. To the north is South Kensington, focused on the area
around the tube stations of South Kensington (Cromwell Place) and Gloucester
Road. This area is therefore covered by the wards of Brompton & Hans Town,
Courtfield and Queens Gate. The Commission’s initial proposals put these three
wards in three different constituencies. We would amend the proposed Fulham
& Chelsea West to restore Royal Hospital ward to it, accommodating this by
removing Courtfield. The name Chelsea & Fulham can then be restored.
Similarly we would place Brompton & Hans Town with the other South
Kensington wards in a constituency based on Kensington rather than the
proposed Westminster & Chelsea East. With it we would put the Westminster
ward of Knightsbridge & Belgravia. This ward wraps around the South
Kensington area and shares Imperial College’s buildings and students, the smart
Knightsbridge shopping district and the embassies area. It is largely separated
from the rest of Westminster by Buckingham Palace and Hyde Park. In contrast,
we are unconvinced by the suggestion of placing three wards from the north
west of the City of Westminster in a seat based on Kensington. In our view the
canal provides a strong and real boundary. However, Westbourne ward does
straddle this boundary and we can accept this ward could sit with the North
Kensington wards. We therefore propose a Kensington constituency containing
the RBK&C wards not in our Chelsea & Fulham seat and the Westminster wards
of Knightsbridge & Belgravia and Westbourne.

5.14 The City of London has been linked with Westminster for more than 70
years. In our view this existing pattern of constituencies should continue. The
City’s residents live side by side with ancient historic sites with rigid statutory
protections, hoards of tourists and (despite the recent issues) a massive influx of
commuters that transforms their home area during the working day. We submit
that they should remain linked with other central London residents who share
this highly individual experience. Islington to the north has a completely
different character from the City of London being a more residential district. But
Westminster, including the Parliamentary Estate, Oxford St, several Royal Parks
and Buckingham Palace shares it. We would therefore amend the proposed
Westminster & Chelsea West constituency to lose the Kensington & Chelsea
wards and Knightsbridge & Belgravia as set out above and instead to recover the
City of London and gain the City of Westminster wards of Lancaster Gate,
Bayswater and Regents Park. We would similarly continue with the current name
of Cities of London & Westminster.
5.15 We consider the proposed Camden Town & St John’s Wood constituency
to be entirely misconceived. The two halves are almost entirely separated by the
open space at Primrose Hill and each part has local ties elsewhere. In particular
it divides the Hampstead area by splitting Hampstead Town and Belsize from the
West Hampstead and Frognal wards. Nor does it provide for a strong pattern of
neighbouring seats as there would be no seat wholly within Camden or
Westminster. We propose a different arrangement here that does not attempt
to combine physically separated Westminster and Camden wards. Our proposal
provides a clearer successor to the current Westminster North constituency.
We would combine the northern Westminster wards not in our Kensington or
Cities seat with the Brent wards of Kilburn, Queens Park and Harlesden &
Kensal Green. This is to extend it to the north west into Brent along the strong
transport routes of the A5 Edgware Rd and the A404 Harrow Rd and Bakerloo
Line from Edgware Rd station to Harlesden. It also unites the two boroughs’
Queen’s Park wards. We would call it Maida Vale & Queen’s Park.
5.16 As a result of abandoning the proposed Westminster/Camden constituency
we can restore a Holborn & St Pancras constituency in place of the
Commission’s proposed Kentish Town & Bloomsbury. This seat would contain
Camden Town and Haverstock wards and would no longer need the Islington
orphan ward. We would restore the name Holborn & St Pancras as the seat
would continue to comprise these areas.
5.17 Four Camden wards released by this (Primrose Hill, Hampstead Town,
Belsize, Gospel Oak) identify strongly as part of the substantial Hampstead

community. We would unite them with the Camden wards from the
Commission’s proposed West Hampstead & Kilburn constituency to make a
new Hampstead constituency. This would also include the Childs Hill and
Cricklewood wards from Barnet. The borough boundary here is very permeable
with a strong link along the Finchley Road and substantial numbers of residents
on both sides identifying with Cricklewood. Moreover, this arrangement
provides for a good arrangement for the other Barnet wards.
These seats are set out in the map below:

5.18 The remaining 22 Barnet wards are then divided between three seats
wholly within Barnet. There is a Hendon constituency that is the current Hendon
constituency less Edgwarebury. A Chipping Barnet constituency that gains

Edgwarebury and loses Friern Barnet. And a Finchley constituency that gains
Friern Barnet and loses the wards passing to our Hampstead constituency.
Friern Barnet was historically in the Finchley borough and has strong connection
west to Finchley along the North Circular Road, shared amenities along
Woodhouse Rd/Friern Barnet Rd (A1003) and there is similar continuous
suburban development linking across the two areas. There is no need for a
constituency straddling the boundary with Enfield or a constituency crossing the
boundary with Haringey nor is there any division of East Barnet as proposed by
the Commission, which in our view has misjudged the ties across the railway
line, particular at New Barnet town centre which they have divided. Our
counterproposal splits Barnet between 4 rather than 5 constituencies. 3 of these
constituencies are wholly within the borough rather than 1 and all three have
strong continuity with the existing seats.
5.19 We are conscious that like the Commission’s initial proposals we are
splitting Edgware and Edgwarebury wards which creates an undesirable
breaking of community ties at Edgware. Edgwarebury is also placed in a
constituency with which it has limited community of interest, as the Chipping
Barnet constituency has a focus on communities along the Great North Rd
A1000 and railway to the east of it. This issue can be remedied by a variation to
our scheme. In realigning the constituencies to the new ward boundaries in
Barnet there is a transfer of electors east of Bittacy Hill at Mill Hill East from
Hendon to Chipping Barnet as the Totteridge & Woodside ward has been
expanded to the south west. In our view community ties would be better
reflected if residents of streets on the western side of Bittacy Hill were also
transferred from Hendon to Chipping Barnet by moving a part of Mill Hill ward.
We do not have confirmed polling district numbers or other electorate counts
for this area, as Barnet is one of the boroughs using prospective electorates for
which no Polling District level count has been provided, so we cannot confirm a
proposal. However, we submit that a ward split here could have at least as much
merit as the splits in Croydon and Havering. It would improve our already
improved trio of seats within Barnet and ensure only minimal movement of
electors between constituencies.
5.20 We are therefore avoiding a Barnet seat that includes Brent wards across
the A5. Instead, we propose two seats wholly within Brent. These are successors
to Brent Central and Brent North and based on Willesden and Wembley
respectively. We propose a seat for each of these areas with the dividing line
between them at the natural dividing line of the River Brent. Our Willesden &
Kingsbury seat is a revised Brent Central that includes the Welsh Harp ward

(on its new boundaries) and Kingsbury ward, so uniting the Kingsbury area in
one constituency. It also includes Brondesbury Park, to replace Harlesden, as
this ward has stronger connections to the nearby Willesden town centre in
Willesden Green ward. (We would not object to it retaining the Brent Central
name as this is also accurate description.) Our Wembley constituency is a
reworked Brent North. It includes wards from the current Brent Central that
look strongly to Wembley – Tokyngton and Wembley Park, which includes
Wembley stadium and the major housing developments around it marketed
strongly as part of the Wembley community - and the 8 wards covering the
Wembley area. Our Wembley constituency is wholly in Brent and includes the
whole of the town of Wembley which the Commission had split in its initial
proposals. The final Brent ward, Queensbury is added to 8 Harrow wards from
the current Harrow East to unite the Queensbury area which straddles the
borough boundary. This makes our new Stanmore & Queensbury constituency.
The constituency contains all but a small part of the current Harrow East
(essentially the Wealdstone North ward) providing significantly less movement of
electors between constituencies than the Commission’s initial proposals here.

These seats are set out in the map below:

5.21 We are avoiding an Islington orphan ward in a Camden constituency, and
instead propose retaining Islington North unchanged. We consider the City of
London to have much stronger links to Westminster than to Islington. We
therefore instead propose increasing Islington South to size by adding the
Hackney ward of De Beauvoir. This is a ward of a similar residential character
and built environment to the Islington wards to the west sharing the N1 post
code. It borders Islington to the north and west and the Regents Canal to the
south – so and is relatively separated from the rest of Hackney. Any orphan ward
is going to be undesirable but we still consider this to be a less incongruous
expansion of Islington South than the addition of the City of London and note
that it enables an unchanged Islington North wholly within Islington borough
and removing the proposed Hackney orphan ward in that constituency.
5.22 As a result of our proposal for Islington South we can place Dalston ward
in Hackney South & Shoreditch rather than an Islington seat. We are happy to
accept the Hackney North & Stoke Newington constituency as proposed by
the Commission. We agree with their transfer of Woodberry Down and

Brownswood which are physically separated from most of Hackney by Clissold
Park and the Woodberry Wetlands and reservoirs.
5.23 We agree with the Commission that it is acceptable to place these two
Hackney wards in the Tottenham constituency to which they are well connected
via the Seven Sisters Rd which is a major bus route. However we would also
propose that West Green ward be restored to the Tottenham constituency in
place of Harringay. West Green Rd contains the town centre amenities of shops,
schools and churches serving West Green and St Ann’s wards and we would
want to keep them together. Moreover, the Broadwater Farm Estate in the north
of West Green identifies strongly as part of the Tottenham community.
Harringay ward is historically part of Hornsey borough and shares the
commuting railway line through Hornsey and Harringay stations. Nor do we see
Harringay ward having meaningful community ties to the Hackney wards coming
into Tottenham, as it sits separately on the other side of Finsbury Park. In any
event, the swap of West Green and Harringay enables what we consider to be a
stronger scheme to the north and west.
5.24 We do not support the significantly redrawn Hornsey & Wood Green. As
stated above, it is wrong to split West Green from Tottenham. Moreover, we are
strongly opposed to the proposal to split apart the Haringey wards west of the
railway. This leads to an unconvincing new constituency straddling the
Haringey/Barnet border that we do not consider warranted and amounts to very
major disruption to the current pattern of constituencies. Alexandra Park looks
more strongly to Muswell Hill than across the railway to Wood Green. A
residents’ civic society, The Muswell Hill and Fortis Green Association has been
established for many decades and specifically incorporates Alexandra Park in
the area it covers. The Highgate and Crouch End areas have similarly strong
connections to Muswell Hill and Hornsey. It appears that this would be the first
time these areas would be split between constituencies since the beginning of
the modern democratic age over a century ago. We therefore propose a
Hornsey & Highgate constituency here including the 7 Haringey wards west of
the railway and Harringay ward. To this we would add the Highgate ward from
Camden. Highgate sits split between Haringey and Camden with the borough
boundary running through the village high street. Camden’s Highgate ward is
rather isolated from the rest of the borough – divided from Hampstead by
Parliament Hill and will limited road links across the railway to the south.
5.25 To resolve the small size of the Enfield constituencies we propose that the
Wood Green area of Haringey be paired with Southgate in a Southgate & Wood
Green seat. The small Enfield constituencies will inevitably face change. The

Commission’s decision to deal with this with a constituency spreading from
Enfield into Barnet has produced a map that divides communities with
unneeded extensive knock-on changes to the Barnet constituencies including
Finchley and Hendon based seats that also cross borough boundaries. Instead
we propose combining Haringey’s Wood Green wards – Bounds Green,
Woodside, White Hart Lane and Noel Park – with the 7 western wards from
Enfield covering the Southgate area. These are all well linked by the Piccadilly
Line and the Enfield/Haringey border is very permeable here with many road
links across. It will also restore Bowes ward to the seats containing the large
majority of the current Southgate seat.
5.26 This then allows an Enfield North seat drawn as in the Commission’s initial
proposal but also including Grange Park ward which strongly looks to Enfield
town centre. The remaining Enfield wards comprise an Enfield South
constituency as an expanded Edmonton, that we think should now have a new
name to reflect the substantial electorate outside Edmonton itself. While it
involves more change we can see some merit in swapping Ponders End and
Grange Park wards so that the two constituencies have more coherence and the
suburban neighbourhoods south of Enfield town centre are brought together.
5.27 Overall this counterproposal will reduce the number of cross borough
constituencies from 14 to 10 and restore the decades old link of the Cities of
London and Westminster. Starting from the constituencies realigned to new
ward boundaries it will reduce the number of electors being moved from over
336,000 to under 248,000 – 88,000 fewer. It will avoid new splits in community
ties at Wembley, East Barnet, Tottenham, Muswell Hill, Tufnell Park, Hampstead,
Chelsea and South Kensington.

6. South Central & South West
6.1 This sub-region includes the boroughs of Croydon, Kingston upon Thames,
Lambeth, Lewisham, Merton, Southwark, Sutton and Wandsworth and
Richmond upon Thames south of the river. It has an entitlement to 20.95
constituencies and has been allocated 21.
6.2 Subject to our comments above on the use of sub-regions using the river
Thames, we endorse the constituencies of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Battersea
Carshalton & Wallington
Croydon East
Croydon South
Deptford
Dulwich & Sydenham
Kingston & Surbiton
Lewisham East
Putney
Richmond Park
Sutton & Cheam
Tooting
Wimbledon

6.3 Critically for this sub-region we are entirely in agreement with the proposal
to split Fairfield ward in Wandsworth between the Battersea and Putney
constituencies so that Wandsworth can remain with three whole constituencies.
Our modelling has demonstrated that any other approach produces either an
unattractive orphan ward of Wandsworth’s Queenstown or major disruption to
seats across Wandsworth and Lambeth including the dismemberment of
Battersea. We consider this ward split to be entirely justified.
6.4 Similarly we consider it obvious that the two constituencies in the Sutton
borough can remain unchanged. We can see no reason at all disrupt them and
would oppose any attempt to do so and endorse Sutton & Cheam and
Carshalton & Wallington remaining unchanged. Similarly, we support the
proposal to leave Lewisham East and Deptford unchanged beyond aligning to
new ward boundaries. It appears most other models here produce awkward
orphan wards across several boroughs. The Commission’s initial proposals are
stronger than these alternatives.

6.5 Assuming that there is no cross-river seat, we endorse the proposal to bring
Richmond Park down to size by transferring Coombe Vale to Kingston &
Surbiton. Coombe Vale includes the north western parts of the town centre of
New Malden. It therefore fits well with Kingston’s Beverley ward which contains
the rest of it and in a constituency entirely within Kingston borough.
6.6 Like the Commission we accept that the result of this is that two wards have
to be transferred from Kingston & Surbiton to Wimbledon. We agree that Old
Malden and St James are the most appropriate. There are good road
connections via the A3 and the railway from Malden Manor and these wards are
physically somewhat separated from the rest of the Kingston & Surbiton
constituency to the west by the Hogsmill river.
6.7 Wimbledon then has to be reduced by one ward. The last two uncompleted
reviews including draft proposals to split Wimbledon. On both occasions the
consultation responses were vehemently critical and the proposal was dropped.
In our view the Commission has correctly kept the wards closest and most
tightly linked to Wimbledon town centre together and is correct to identify
Cannon Hill as the ward to move as it looks more to the Morden area than to
Wimbledon. We therefore endorse the proposed revised Wimbledon
constituency.
6.8 However, the decision to place Merton’s Longthornton ward as an orphan in
a Croydon constituency is not supported. If the electorate numbers made it
necessary to lose the ward as an orphan then it would be better placed with
Streatham wards in Lambeth as it has much stronger road connections along
Streatham Vale including a regular bus route, while it is hopelessly isolated from
Croydon wards. In fact, it is not necessary to move Longthornton at all. We
would retore it to the Mitcham & Morden constituency, and accommodate this
with a counterproposal for the Lambeth and Croydon constituencies.
6.9 We accept that there will be significant changes to constituencies in Lambeth
and Southwark given the major growth in electorate numbers in each borough.
However, there is no need for such a radical change to the existing pattern of
constituencies. The Vauxhall & Camberwell constituency contains a poor
selection of Southwark wards. Each of the three wards has different local ties.
Camberwell Green includes only a fraction of Camberwell – the famous art
college and old Camberwell Town Hall are in St Giles ward which is to be in the
new Peckham. Newington ward is principally connected to North Walworth and
Faraday which are the three wards sitting north of Burgess Park and focused on
the Walworth Road for local amenities. St George’s contains communities

looking to Elephant & Castle and north into Borough & Bankside with which it
was united in a single council ward as recently as 2018. Moreover, on the
Lambeth side, removing Larkhall ward from Vauxhall introduces a split right
through the town centre at Stockwell. The proposed new seat of Clapham &
Brixton is in our view poorly constructed. The exclusion of Brixton Hill and Tulse
Hill leaves the constituency an unconvincing horseshoe shape. Clapham’s main
ties are along the A24 and Northern Line and east/west along the South Circular
Road to Streatham Hill. Those Brixton wards that are included look either to the
east to Camberwell along Coldharbour Rd or to the other Brixton wards left in
the Streatham constituency. We see little in this proposed constituency to
justify the major changes proposed to the Lambeth constituencies.
6.10 We therefore propose that the current Streatham and Vauxhall
constituencies remain essentially intact save for each losing one Brixton
oriented ward – Vassall and Tulse Hill respectively. These two wards we would
combine with Coldharbour and Herne Hill. This Brings together more of the
Brixton community into one seat than the Commission’s proposed Clapham &
Brixton. We pair this with the Camberwell wards from Southwark – Camberwell
Green, St Giles and Champion Hill in a new Brixton East & Camberwell seat.
Our modelling here suggests that it is not possible to unite the whole of Brixton
in one seat without ward splits or numerous cross-borough seats and major
disruption. However, in our view our split of Brixton along the main A23 is a
more understandable and coherent dividing line that the oddly shaped
Commission proposal that would be hard to explain or even describe to local
people.
6.11 As a result of this, we can then restore St George’s to the Bermondsey seat
in place of North Walworth. The three Walworth wards of Newington, North
Walworth and Faraday can then be placed together with the Peckham wards in a
new Peckham & Walworth constituency. As we note above, we are endorsing
the Dulwich & Sydenham constituency.
6.11 Also we can further include Thurlow Park with the Gipsy Hill and Knights Hill
in the Norwood constituency. Thurlow Park contains parts of West Norwood
town centre in Knights Hill and Gipsy Hill and fits better staying with these wards
rather than being moved to Streatham, which is firmly anchored on the A23
corridor.
6.12 To accommodate the addition of Thurlow Park ward we would instead place
Norbury Park ward in the Croydon North constituency (which we would submit
is more accurately named Croydon North West). This brings together the two

Croydon wards focused on Norbury and obviates the need for an orphan ward
from Merton. We are happy to endorse the other two Croydon constituencies
including the split ward which has enabled two well drawn seats with a high level
of continuity with the current constituencies. Placing Woodside ward in the
Norwood constituency is very welcome as this unites the Norwood
Junction/South Norwood community.
6.13 We consider our Brixton East & Camberwell seat to be the new
constituency in this sub-region. The rest of the map we propose provides for
much more continuity with the current constituency map. It removes the
unneeded orphan ward and (starting from constituencies realigned to new
wards) it moves only 185,095 electors where the Commission’s initial proposals
moves 208,413. It avoids splits at Stockwell, Camberwell, Walworth, Elephant &
Castle, Norbury and West Norwood and at Longthornton in Mitcham.
These seats are set out in the map below:

7. South East
7.1 This sub-region includes the boroughs of Bexley, Bromley and Greenwich. It
has an entitlement to 7.96 constituencies and has been allocated 8.
7.2 We consider the initial proposals for this sub region to be excellent and are
endorsing all 8 constituencies unhesitatingly.
7.3 We believe the Commission has identified the key to this subregion – a new
linking of Chislehurst and Eltham. Although this is a new place to build a cross
borough seat, we agree it is a strong option. The entirety of both Chislehurst and
Eltham are included. The Mottingham area that is currently split across the
borough boundary has been united. There is ample road connect between the
two areas, which are of a broadly similar suburban nature. Moreover, this
constituency provides for very strong constituencies across the rest of the
subregion. We welcome the restoration of a Beckenham constituency wholly
within Bromley that has reunited Clock House ward with the other Beckenham
town centre wards. While we acknowledge that Petts Wood & Knoll has strong
ties to the Orpington wards we accept that it can fit in a constituency of other
Bromley wards and that the reuniting of the Cray Valley wards is good
compensation.
7.4 The Bexley constituencies are strongly drawn, keeping the Sidcup, Welling,
Bexleyheath and Thamesmead areas unsplit and providing good continuity with
the current pattern of constituencies. We agree that the extension of the Erith &
Thamesmead constituency to include the whole of the Plumstead area is a
strength and that the transfer of Glyndon is the appropriate way to reduce the
Greenwich & Woolwich constituency to come within range.

Kensington

Maida Vale & Queen’s
Park

Kensington & Chelsea
Abingdon
Brompton & Hans Town
Campden
Colville
Courtfield
Dalgarno
Earl's Court
Golborne
Holland
Norland
Notting Dale
Pembridge
Queen's Gate
St. Helen's
City of Westminster
Westbourne
Knightsbridge & Belgravia
City of Westminster
Abbey Road
Church Street
Harrow Road
Little Venice
Maida Vale
Queen's Park
Brent
Harlesden & Kensal Green
Kilburn
Queens Park

76,681

75,580

Hampstead

Holborn & St Pancras

Willesden & Kingsbury
(Brent Central)

Camden
Belsize
Fortune Green
Frognal
Gospel Oak
Hampstead Town
Kilburn
Primrose Hill
South Hampstead
West Hampstead
Barnet
Childs Hill
Cricklewood
Camden
Camden Town
Haverstock
Bloomsbury
Camden Square
Holborn & Covent Garden
Kentish Town North
Kentish Town South
King's Cross
Regent's Park
St Pancras & Somers Town
Brent
Brondesbury Park
Cricklewood & Mapesbury
Dollis Hill
Kingsbury
Roundwood
Stonebridge
Welsh Harp
Willesden Green

76,483

72,624

75,880

Wembley

Stanmore &
Queensbury

Hendon

Finchley

Brent
Alperton
Barnhill
Kenton
Northwick Park
Preston
Sudbury
Tokyngton
Wembley Central
Wembley Hill
Wembley Park
Harrow
Belmont
Canons
Centenary
Edgware
Harrow Weald
Kenton East
Kenton West
Stanmore
Brent
Queensbury
Barnet
Burnt Oak
Colindale North
Colindale South
Edgware
Hendon
Mill Hill
West Hendon
Barnet
Finchley Church End
Friern Barnet
Garden Suburb
Golders Green
West Finchley
Woodhouse

76,463

76,299

71,496

71,113

Chipping Barnet

Islington North

Islington South

Hackney South &
Shoreditch

Barnet
Barnet Vale
Brunswick Park
East Barnet
Edgwarebury
High Barnet
Totteridge & Woodside
Underhill
Whetstone
Islington
Arsenal
Finsbury Park
Highbury
Hillrise
Junction
Mildmay
Tollington
Tufnell Park
Islington
Barnsbury
Bunhill
Caledonian
Canonbury
Clerkenwell
Holloway
Laycock
St Mary's & St James'
St Peter's & Canalside
Hackney
De Beauvoir
Hackney
Hackney Central
Hackney Wick
Haggerston
Homerton
Hoxton East & Shoreditch
Hoxton West
London Fields
Victoria

76,187

73,970

75,950

75,197

Tottenham

Hornsey & Highgate

Southgate & Wood
Green

Haringey
Bruce Castle
Hermitage & Gardens
Northumberland Park
Seven Sisters
South Tottenham
St Ann's
Tottenham Central
Tottenham Hale
West Green
Hackney
Brownswood
Woodberry Down
Haringey
Alexandra Park
Crouch End
Fortis Green
Harringay
Highgate
Hornsey
Muswell Hill
Stroud Green
Camden
Highgate
Enfield
Arnos Grove
Bowes
Cockfosters
New Southgate
Oakwood
Palmers Green
Southgate
Haringey
Bounds Green
Noel Park
White Hart Lane
Woodside

75,968

75,782

76,034

Enfield North

Enfield South

Enfield
Brimsdown
Bullsmoor
Carterhatch
Enfield Lock
Grange Park
Ridgeway
Southbury
Town
Whitewebbs
Enfield
Bush Hill Park
Edmonton Green
Haselbury
Highfield
Jubilee
Lower Edmonton
Ponders End
Upper Edmonton
Winchmore Hill

76,748

75,280

Bermondsey &
Borough

Southwark
Borough & Bankside
Chaucer
London Bridge & West
Bermondsey
North Bermondsey
Rotherhithe
South Bermondsey
St. George's
Surrey Docks

70,602

Peckham & Walworth

Southwark
Faraday
Newington
North Walworth
Nunhead & Queen's
Road
Old Kent Road
Peckham
Peckham Rye
Rye Lane
Lambeth
Coldharbour
Herne Hill
Tulse Hill
Vassall

76,818

Brixton East &
Camberwell

Norwood

Southwark
Camberwell Green
Champion Hill
St. Giles
Croydon
Crystal Palace & Upper
Norwood
South Norwood
Thornton Heath
Woodside
Lambeth
Gipsy Hill
Knight's Hill
Thurlow Park

74,105

72,365

Croydon North West

Croydon
Bensham Manor
Broad Green
Fairfield
Norbury & Pollards Hill
Norbury Park
Part of Waddon (polling
districts WDN1, WDN2,
WDN3, WDN4, WDN5,
and WDN7)
Selhurst
West Thornton

70,940

